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CALL FOR POSTER ABSTRACTS!
Engaging in New Methods
of Teaching and Assessment in Pharmacy Education
This is a call inviting attending institutions to share via a poster presentation information regarding one
or more elements of the school’s assessment program. Posters will be displayed throughout the
workshop allowing several opportunities for interaction between presenters and participants.

2018 Poster Theme and Specifications
For the 2018 poster theme “Assessment Across Pharmacy Education” attendees are
encouraged to consider one of the subcategories below for their poster submission:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Assessment of various aspects of pharmacy education
Emerging assessment strategies
Assessment cycles and plans
Using technology to assist with assessment
Developing a culture of assessment
Assessment of non-curricular aspects of a pharmacy program
Other assessment related topics

Attendees are invited to submit a poster abstract until September 1st 2018 to
international@acpe-accredit.org
All abstracts related to the assessment topic will be accepted. Abstracts will be
posted online before the conference. Additional details of the required poster format
will be provided later.
The abstracts should contain no more than 250 words, excluding author’s name(s), school
name, abstract title. Required sections of the abstract are: Introduction, Description,
Discussion. The abstract should specify which subcategory (from the above list) is being
addressed. There are no other specific requirements regarding abstract formatting.
To register for the workshop, please click on
https://acpe-accredit.formstack.com/forms/facultydevelopmentworkshopdubrovnikcroatia
More info on www.acpe-accredit.org

Participants in the workshop will be fully engaged in case studies, small group work, and guided
activities. These activities will simulate both teaching and assessment methods
presented and offer opportunities for participants to identify and develop ways to implement these
strategies at their institution.

